A correlational dialect is introduced within the quantum theory language to give a unified treatment of finite-dimensional informational/operational quantum theories, infinite-dimensional quantum field theories, and quantum gravity. Theories are written in terms of correlation diagrams which specify correlation types and strengths. Feynman diagrams emerge as topological classes of correlation diagrams without any perturbative considerations. The correlational formalism is applied in a study of correlation constraints, revealing new classes of quantum processes that evade previous characterizations of general quantum processes including quantum causal structure. arXiv:2001.03142v1 [quant-ph] 9 Jan 2020
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum theory has gone through several phases of evolution. It started as the quantum mechanics of particles. Then came the quantum theory of fields. More recently the quantum theory of information has been on the rise. Will the future reveal yet new phases of quantum theory?
Our vision is that besides quantum particles, fields, and bits (dits), quantum correlations should also be used as a fundamental concept in constructing quantum theories. Here we understand quantum correlation in a both general and specific way -general because we hope to build correlational theories that break the boundaries among theories based on quantum particles, fields, and bits (dits), and specific because we want to offer a concrete prescription for constructing correlational theories.
Generally, we understand quantum correlation as anything that is mediated and has a quantifiable strength in a quantum theory. As such quantum correlations transcend the distinction between particles and fields, which both involve mediated quantifiable correlations, and go beyond qudits, which are limited to finite dimensions).
Specifically, we offer a prescription to construct correlational quantum theories based on "correlation diagrams", which are graphs labelled by correlation types and correlation strengths. Upon composition, new diagrams form out of old diagrams, correlations mediate selectively according to type (color) matching, and new strengths are calculated according to old strengths. The essence of this correlational formalism is to keep track of the mediation of correlations in a manifest way through the composition of diagrams. Previous works on quantum theory that hold correlations essential include [1] [2] [3] [4] . Previous works that express quantum theory as a compositional/diagrammatic theory include [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . The correlation diagrams proposed here are in particular similar to Hardy's duotensors.
As we show in the paper, the diagrammatic setup considered here allows the construction of both finite- * ding.jia@uwaterloo.ca dimensional informational/operational quantum theories and infinite-dimensional quantum field theories. It enable us to transport concepts and tools among theories based on quantum particles, field and bits (dits).
As an interesting example, we show how Feynman diagrams emerge as topological classes of correlation diagrams for both finite and infinite-dimensional theories, with or without perturbative considerations. From this perspective, Feynman diagrams are not merely mathematical bookkeeping devices restricted to field theories or perturbation theories, but arise fundamentally whenever quantum correlational configurations are under investigation.
The correlational formalism also supplies useful technical tools. As an example, we introduce a binary string calculus to study correlation constraints under composition and decomposition. This study yields new classes of processes that go beyond previous characterizations of the most general finite-dimensional quantum processes.
Finally, the correlational perspective leads to a relational approach to quantum gravity, as developed in a separate paper [10] .
II. CORRELATIONAL QUANTUM THEORIES
Given a multipartite quantum channel N , e.g., in its Kraus operator description N : ρ → i K i ρK † i , how do we know which parties are correlated?
To make manifest the correlational structure of quantum processes, we introduce correlation diagrams. As illustrated in Figure 1 , a correlation diagram is a graph with colored edges representing correlation types, and a weight variable representing correlation strengths. Correlation diagrams compose to represent the mediation of correlations. Old diagrams give rise to new diagrams only if the correlation types match at the composed systems. The new strength variable is obtained by theory-specific rules from the old strength variables. This setting captures correlation as something that can be mediated/blocked (according to types) and quantified (according to strength variables).
A process such as a quantum channel is described by a list of correlation diagrams, and only systems/parties sharing diagrams with non-trivial types are correlated (which shall be clear form the study on correlation constraints below).
The correlational formalism allows one to define theories directly in terms of correlation diagrams from the outset, without going through Hilbert space vectors and operators, much like the path integral. [11] The formalism is quite versatile, being applicable to both finite and infinite dimensions, and to both amplitude and density operator formalism.
A. Finite-dimensional theories
In operational terms the basic elements of a quantum theory are preparation, evolution, and measurement. These can all be represented as completely positive (CP) maps [12, 13] , taking possibly the trivial onedimensional systems as inputs and/or outputs [8] . Quantum theory can then be formulated in terms of composition of CP maps [14] .
A convenient correlation diagram description of a CP map A is the following.
1. Obtain the Choi operator [15] (Appendix A) of the CP map.
2. Expand the Choi operator in a generalized Pauli operator basis (Appendix B).
3. The basis indices and expansion coefficients correspond to correlation types and correlation strength variables.
The first two steps yields
as Choi's positive semidefinite operator of the CP map A associated to n input and output systems. σ m i is the i-th generalized Pauli operator on the m-th system, a ij···k ∈ R is a coefficient in the basis expansion, and the sum is over all the basis elements of all systems. The third step yields a list of correlation diagrams, with i, j, · · · , k represented as colored legs on the 1, 2, · · · , n-th systems, and a ij···k as the strength variables.
The correlation diagram composition rule follows from that of the Choi operators [14] A * B :
(2) S * is the set of composed systems. T S * is the partial transpose with respect to a standard basis on S * . Tr S * and d S * are the partial trace on and dimension of S * . Since on every system Tr σ T j σ i = ±2δ i,j (Appendix B), all correlation types must match at the composed systems to generate a non-vanishing new diagram, and the new strength variable is the product of the old ones, multiplied by ( m∈S * c m )/d S * , where c m = ±2 originates from Tr σ T j σ i = ±2δ i,j (in the convention of Appendix B, −2 for i = (j, k) with 1 ≤ k < j ≤ d, and +2 otherwise) and d S * from (2).
The correlation diagram description applies to any Hermitian operator description of processes obeying the composition rule (2). In particular, it applies when processes are not given as CP maps but directly in terms of Hermitian operators (e.g., quantum theories without predefined time [16, 17] ).
The correlation diagrams represent not just the causal propagation of correlations, but also the acausal mediation of correlations. The correlation diagrams can be used to do (de)composition in the spacelike direction (e.g., decomposing an entangled state into two Hermitian operators), in addition to the timelike direction. Spacelike (de)composition are generically present in quantum field theories (see below), and the current setup provides a finite-dimensional analogue.
B. Feynman diagrams as correlational topological classes
Feynman diagrams are usually understood as bookkeeping symbols for a perturbation series. Here we present an alternative understanding of Feynman diagrams as topological classes of correlation configurations. They arise in finite-and infinite-dimensional quantum theories, with or without perturbative considerations.
Consider the composition of multiple processes, such as the case depicted in Figure 2 . Type matching leads to a list of correlation diagrams, such as those in the second line. Their topological classes, such as those shown in the third line, are Feynman diagrams for correlational theories. We show next that for field theories they are exactly the familiar Feynman diagrams. 
C. Quantum field theories
Quantum field theories are quantum theories in which correlations are mediated in spacetime. On a spacetime manifold, a quantum field theory is defined pointwise by a Lagrangian density. To reproduce quantum field theories we assign correlation diagrams in infinitesimal regions in the point limit.
Within each infinitesimal region, specify a list of correlation diagrams with different types in terms of numbers and colors of legs (with colors corresponding to kinds of fields). As in Figure 2 , composing infinitesimal correlation diagrams yields larger correlation diagrams, where the composed legs trace out curves in spacetime. Feynman diagrams emerge as sums of all correlation diagrams within the same topological classes. A Feynman propagator for one kind of field corresponds to a sum over curves with the color of that field.
It has been known since Feynman [18] how to reproduce Feynman field propagators as path integrals over curves localized in spacetime. This technique can be applied directly to correlation diagrams to recover incorporate quantum field theories. For instance, the scalar field propagator can be rewritten as
where the mass m contains an infinitesimal imaginary part for the Feynman prescription,ẋ = dx/ds , and D[x(s )] is the path integral of curves between x and y parametrized by s from s = 0 to s = s. The dependence on the Schwinger proper time s [19] as an artificial choice is eliminated by the last integral. As correlation strength for correlation diagrams, we assign the above exponent to parametrized legs, and the vertex factors of ordinary Feynman diagrams to the leg intersections. Then the correlation strength composition rule of multiplication followed by the s-parameter integration yields the standard scalar field Feynman rules. Fields with higher spin are recovered by introducing internal degrees of freedom within points on the legs (see the "worldline formalism" [18] ).
Note that the curves integrated over in (3) can move back and forth in time, so are not ordinary particle trajectories. We think of these curves as configurations of the (possibly spacelike) mediation of correlations in spacetime. Thinking in terms of real correlations is more straightforward than in terms of virtual particles that defy causality. Note also that the matter field φ does not appear in the above formulation of matter "quantum field theory". The essential element in this construction is the correlational configuration, not the field configuration. Although (3) still depends on the gravitational field through theẋ 2 = g abẋ aẋb term, this dependence on a pointwise field is further weakened in [10] where the gravitational field is replaced by a relational field of the invariant distance.
III. CORRELATION CONSTRAINTS
We now focus on finite dimensions and conduct a study on characterizing constraints of correlations. We introduce a binary string calculus that turns out to simplify deductions and calculations. As a result, we identify new classes of quantum processes that fall beyond previous characterizations of general quantum processes.
A correlation constraint serves to tell which subsystems are allowed to be correlated. we write a constraint as a list of binary strings. For instance, consider channels from systems s 1 s 2 to systems s 3 s 4 constrained by {1010, 0101, 1011, 0000} s1s2s3s4 . Correlations are allowed among systems sharing 1's. In this example correlations are allowed among s 1 s 3 , s 2 s 4 , and s 1 s 3 s 4 , meaning s 1 can signal to s 3 , s 2 can signal to s 4 , and s 1 can signal to s 3 s 4 if there is a bipartite decoding. Technically, the binary strings constrain correlation diagrams by correlation types. In terms of the generalized Pauli basis used in (1), σ i ∝ 1 1 corresponds to 0, and all other σ i correspond to 1. Then for instance 0000 allows terms of the type 1 1 s1 ⊗ 1 1 s2 ⊗ 1 1 s3 ⊗ 1 1 s4 , while 1010 allows terms of the type σ s1 i ⊗ 1 1 s2 ⊗ σ s3 j ⊗ 1 1 s4 for σ i , σ j ∝ 1 1. A correlation constraint as a list of binary strings constrains the processes to only have terms of the types in the list.
The all zero string is special because it is present in all correlation constraints for physical processes. The Choi operators for physical processes are positive-semidefinite and non-zero, so must have positive trace. Since only terms corresponding to the zero string have non-zero trace (Appendix B), the all zero string must be present. We give it a special symbol u = 00 · · · 0.
Second, processes that preserve probabilities have a fixed term 1 1 for the type u. We introduce a special symbolû to correspond to 1 1. For example, {1010, 0101, 1011,û} s1s2s3s4 implies the only term of type u the processes can have is the fixed term 1 1 s1 ⊗ 1 1 s2 ⊗ 1 1 s3 ⊗ 1 1 s4 . Since 1 1 obviously belongs to the type u, we assume that for correlation constraints,û is implicitly present whenever u is present.
The binary strings together withû are called correlation type elements, which are referred to using lowercase roman letters in the following. A set of correlation type elements is denoted by a capital roman letter such as A. The set of all processes (they have positive semidefinite Choi operators) constrained by A is denoted by C A .
A. Constraints under composition and decomposition
We are interested in two kinds of questions regarding the constraints and the mediation of correlations:
a) asks what we can say about the composition of processes constrained by A and B, while b) asks what we can say about the decomposition of processes constrained by B when one decomponent is constrained by A. First consider a).
Theorem 1. For the composition on systems S * ,
The proof is given in Appendix E. Here
where a+b is binary string addition (forû,û+x = x+û = x for any x includingû), and x S is x restricted to systems S (û S =û). A Choi operator A defined on systems S 1 is automatically extended to S 1 ∪ S 2 as A ⊗ 1 1 with identity acting on the new systems, so that the correlation type elements a and b are put on the same systems S A ∪ S B to carry out the addition and the restriction. As explained in Appendix E, Theorem 1 gives the best general characterization for composition, since C A * B on the right hand side cannot be reduced, and ⊂ cannot be strengthened to =. Now consider b). For compositions on S * so that S * ∩ S B = ∅ (since composition eliminates systems), define
where C is the set of all positive semidefinite operators.
contains all processes obeying the constraint of b). A * c is understood according to (6) where the second set has one correlation type element c.
Theorem 2. For compositions on S * so that S * ∩ S B = ∅,
The proof of the theorem is given in Appendix G. S a , the support of a, is the set of systems on which a is not 0. S A := ∪ a∈A S a . Sû = S u = ∅, andû and u are understood as supported on an one-dimensional trivial system. τ S is the set of all binary strings (not includinĝ u) on S, and
with the conventions that A or τ S be extended by join- Next we use Theorem 2 to reproduce and generalize previous characterizations of general processes.
Process matrices
The process matrix framework [20] [21] [22] takes an operational approach to study general quantum correlations. Start with n "local laboratories" inside each an agent performs an arbitrary quantum operation, modelled as a quantum instrument [13] from one input to one output system. The n-party quantum correlations are encoded in the process matrices as Choi operators that always yield valid probabilities (non-negative probabilities that sum to one) when composed with these arbitrary local operations. The most general such correlations can indicate the presence of quantum indefinite causal structure among the agents, so generalize ordinary quantum theory with definite causal structure. Precisely which of these theoretically defined process matrices are realizable in nature is an open question.
The valid probability requirement imposes correlation constraints.
For example, for two parties it imposes the constraint W 2 = {û, 1000, 0010, 1010, 0110, 1001, 1110, 1011} [20] , which can be reproduced by applying Theorem 2 to the following setup. The first agent has input s 1 and output s 2 , and the operation is constrained by {û, 01, 11} s1s2 to be a channel. Similarly for the second agent. A denotes the constraint on the joint operations as product channels. (X × Y := {xy : x ∈ X, y ∈ Y } denotes elongated elements so that C X ⊗ C Y = C X×Y . E.g., if a = 00, b = 11, then ab = 0011. Forû,ûy = uy, xû = xu, andûû =û.) B on the trivial system constrains the probability to be 1. A → B then defines the process matrices as composing with arbitrary product channels to yield the normalized probability. Since
The n-parties constraint [21, 22] can similarly be reproduced by applying Theorem 2 to the following setup.
Example 4 (n-party process matrices).
The process matrices were originally defined under the assumption that the parties have one input and one output, and can apply arbitrary channels across its input and output [20] [21] [22] . What if the parties have multiple input and output subsystems, and their operations are constrained (e.g., by the spacetime causal structure in the laboratories)? A similar application of Theorem 2 addresses this question.
Proposition 5 (Generalized n-party process matrices). Let S i be the set of systems of the i-th party, S * = ∪ n i=1 S i , A i constrain the allowed channels in the i-th party, A = × i A i , and B = {û}. Then A → B = (A ⊥ \{u}) ∪ {û} = {û} ∪ {a ∈ τ S * : a Si ∈ A ⊥ i for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n}.
Higher order maps
A higher order map [14, [23] [24] [25] [26] is one that maps between lower order maps. E.g., A → B characterizes higher order maps between those characterized by A and B. This philosophy was used in [14, 23, 24] to iteratively construct a hierarchy of maps specified by what this paper regards as correlation constraints. At the lowest level are states on single systems. Next comes maps between single system states etc. This hierarchy is quite general, incorporating all the process matrices considered above, which already goes beyond ordinary quantum theory with definite causal structure. Does this hierarchy capture all processes of interest?
From the correlational perspective there is no reason to focus on processes belonging to this hierarchy. Theorem 2 democratizes and generalizes the hierarchical higher order maps: 1) In each application of the theorem, the multi-system correlation constraints A and B can be specified arbitrarily and need not come from any hierarchy. 2) A and B may share any common set of systems, in which case the composition is on a subset of the systems of A.
3) The processes that the theorem applies to need not distinguish input and output systems (e.g., as in the case of generalized Choi operators of [17] without predefined time). As a special case, Theorem 2 implies: Corollary 6. Let the constraints A and B be supported on distinct systems, i.e., S A ∩ S B = ∅. For S * = S A (recall (5) )
Proof.
. If A and B characterize normalized processes, i.e.,û ∈ A, B, then the condition A * û ⊂ B is fulfilled, and the above result reproduces Proposition 1 of [24] (see also Lemma 2 of [23] ) that characterizes general hierarchical higher order maps. If A and B characterize process matrices, then the above result characterizes transformations of process matrices, and an iteration reproduces the characterization of [25] .
IV. CONCLUSION
We presented a correlational formalism that gives a unified treatment of informational/operational quantum theories and quantum field theories. In a separate paper [10] , we show in relational treatment that quantum gravity can also be incorporated. In all these formulations, correlation diagrams play a crucial role as configurations for the mediation of correlations in classical or quantum spacetime. Feynman diagrams emerge as topological classes of correlations for general finite and infinite-dimensional quantum theories, even when no perturbation is performed. Through studying correlation constraints, we found new classes of quantum processes that evade previous characterizations. An interesting topic for future research is to study measures of correlation strength based on the correlation diagrams, which are applicable across quantum information theory, quantum field theory, and quantum gravity.
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Appendix A: Choi operators
For a Hilbert space H, we denote by L(H) the space of bounded linear operators on H. By the Choi isomorphism [15] , there is an one-to-one correspondence between completely positive (CP) maps M : L(H a1 ) → L(H a2 ) and positive-semidefinite operators M ∈ L(H a2 ⊗ H a1 ),
where I is the identity channel on system a 1 , d x = dim H x , and the sums are over an orthonormal basis of H a1 . The normalization convention is so chosen that M = 1 1 + X, where X is a traceless operator. The positive-semidefinite operator in (A1) is called the Choi operator of the quantum process M.
The above amounts to sending half of a (unnormalized) maximally entangled state to the original CP map to obtain a (unnormalized) bipartite state. For a CP map with multiple inputs and outputs, the Choi operator is obtained by sending half of a (unnormalized) maximally entangled state to each input.
A basic operation of CP maps is composition. Eventually the probabilistic predictions of the theory comes from composing processes. For example, composing a single measurement with a bipartite state leads to a reduced single system state, which when composed with another measurement leads to a list of probabilities for the measurement outcomes. For writing down the composition formula of Choi operators, it is convenient to automatically extend operators to larger sets of systems such that A acting on H 1 (which may be a tensor product of Hilbert spaces) is freely viewed as A ⊗ 1 1 acting on H 1 ⊗ H 2 for arbitrary H 2 .
The composition on systems S * of two operators A on systems S A and B on systems S B is given by the composition formula (2) [14] A * B :
where T S * is the partial transpose on S * in the basis of the maximally entangled states used to obtain the Choi operator, and Tr S * is the partial trace on S * . The normalization is so chosen to match ordinary probabilistic predictions. The composition symbol can be extended to sets of operators, so that A * B := {A * B : A ∈ A, B ∈ B}.
The Choi operator has been generalized to processes that do not distinguish input and output systems [17] . A processes can be specified directly in terms of a positive semidefinite operator instead of a CP map. The correlational formalism and the characterization of correlation constraints in this work apply to the generalized Choi operators as well, since we work directly with the positive semidefinite operators.
Appendix B: Generalized Pauli operators
On a d-dimensional Hilbert space H, a set of d 2 many generalized Pauli operators σ i with i = (m, n) for m, n = 1, · · · , d forms a basis for the Hermitian operators [28] :
where E mn = |m n|, and E m = |m m|. Tr σ i = 0 for all i except i = (d, d) .
It is easy to check that
so this is an orthogonal basis under the Hilbert-Schmidt norm for the real space of the Hermitian operators. In addition,
Hence orthogonality is preserved if one operator is transposed, as in the composition formula (2). In the context of correlation diagrams, this means a color mismatch at any system of composition eliminates the diagrams.
Appendix C: Correlation type expansion
For a Hilbert space H with L(H) as the space of bounded linear operators on H, denote by L(H) ⊂ L(H) the real subspace of hermitian operators on H. When H is clear from the context, we sometimes omit it and write L for L(H).
L can be expanded into a traceful and a traceless part as
The traceful part L 0 ⊂ L is the (one-dimensional) subspace generated by the identity operator and the traceless part L 1 ⊂ L is the subspace of the traceless operators. The generalized Pauli operators of the previous section form a basis for L, with σ (d,d) spanning L 0 and the rest σ (m,n) spanning L 1 . On a tensor product space H = H 1 ⊗ H 2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ H m , define
e.g., L 0100 = L 0 ⊗ L 1 ⊗ L 0 ⊗ L 0 . Then
where the sum is over all binary strings of length m. The binary strings together withû form the correlation type elements. With Lû := {1 1}, each correlation type element now has a corresponding set of operators L a ⊂ L. A set A of correlation type elements corresponds to L A := ⊕ a∈A L a ⊂ L. We set L ∅ = {0}. It follows that any operator A ∈ L(H) has a correlation type expansion
where A a are obtained by projecting A to L a and keeping non-zero elements. We useû instead of u in the set A whenever possible. A is called A's correlation type.
Appendix D: Correlation type calculus
The correlation type/binary string calculus and related conventions are summarized here.
For the composition on systems S * , define
Here x S is x restricted to systems S, withû S =û.
Convention 7. Define
according to
{a} * B and {a} * {b} are often abbreviated as a * B and a * b, respectively. Sometimes we abuse notation to treat a * b as an element rather than a set and use expressions such as a * b ∈ C.
Recall that a Choi operator A defined on systems S 1 is automatically extended to S 1 ∪ S 2 as A ⊗ 1 1. Therefore the correlation type elements a and b can always be put on the same systems to carry out the addition, the restriction, and the following subtraction.
Convention 8. Define
Here ∅ means a−b outputs no element, since nothing added to b =û gives a =û. This ∅ symbol is used under the rule that ∅ + a = a + ∅ = ∅ − a = a − ∅ = ∅ for all a, and {∅} = ∅.
Appendix E: Proof of Theorem 1 Lemma 9. For S * ⊃ S a ∩ S b ,
Proof. The composition formula A * B = 1 d S * Tr S * [A T S * B] (2) has three steps: 1) Partial transpose A at S * . 2) Multiply A T S * with B. 3) Take the partial trace and multiply by 1 d S * . The first step leaves L a invariant, the second step forms product operators, and the third step with the partial trace projects out operators traceless on S * .
Since the first step leaves L a invariant, we move to the second step and introduce the notation L a · L b := {AB : A ∈ L a , B ∈ L b } for operator products. We claim that L a+b ⊂ L a · L b ⊂ L a+b ⊕ L C , where L C is a space that will be projected out in the third step. First consider a and b on an individual system. Unless a = b = 1, L a · L b = L a+b . When a = b = 1, this system belongs to S a ∩ S b and hence also to S * . We have L a+b = L 0 ⊂ L a · L b ⊂ L a+b ⊕ L C = L 0 ⊕ L 1 with L a+b = L 0 and L C = L 1 . L C will be projected out by the partial trace on S * . The generalization to multiple systems amounts to singling out the systems on which both a and b are 1 and apply the same reasoning as above.
Now apply the third step to L a+b ⊂ L a ·L b ⊂ L a+b ⊕L C to get L a * b ⊂ L a * L b ⊂ L a * b and hence the result Theorem 1. For the composition on systems S * ,
Intersecting with the set of positive semidefinite operators yields the result.
Theorem 1 gives the best general characterization at the level of correlation constraints. The set C A * B on the right hand side cannot be reduced, since there are A and B so that C A * C B = C A * B . For example, if C A are channels from s 1 to s 2 , and C B are channels from s 2 to s 3 , then C A * C B composed on system s 2 contains all channels from s 1 to s 3 , which equals C A * B (because A * B = {û, 010, 110} s1s2s3 * {û, 001, 011} s1s2s3 = {û, 01, 11} s1s2 ).
On the other hand, the ⊂ cannot be replaced by =, either. For example, if C A are states on s 1 and C B are states on s 2 , then C A * C B composed on the trivial system are just the product states on s 1 s 2 , which is a proper subset of all the bipartite states C A * B (because A * B = {û, 10} * {û, 01} = {û, 10, 01, 11}).
Appendix F: First part proof of Theorem 2
For composition on S * so that S * ∩ S B = ∅,
C A → C B is the set of processes sending C A to C B upon composition on S * . S * ∩ S B = ∅ is assumed because C B , the correlators resulting from the composition, should not be supported on S * where composition took place. Since composition is closed in C, C A → C B can alternatively be written as
is similarly the set of operators that map from L A to L B . The set of correlation type elements A → B is so defined because it characterizes C A → C B . We prove this in Proposition 15 below, after establishing some lemmas.
Since a * b / ∈ C, a * b = ∅. By the definition of a * b (Convention 7), this implies that (a + b) S * ∈ {û, u}, which means either a S * = b S * , or one of them isû and the other is u. In either case it is possible to pick A ∈ L a so that A * B = 0. This implies L a * B ⊂ {0}.
Lemma 12. For any non-zero
where Theorem 1 is used in the first step and the definition of A → B is used in the last step.
Next, we show that L A → L B ⊂ L C . Let D ∈ L A → L B be arbitrary, with correlation type D and expansion
We show LHS ⊃ RHS by contradiction. Suppose LHS ⊃ RHS, i.e., there exists C ∈ RHS so that C / ∈ LHS. Since C ∈ C, this implies that C / ∈ L A → L B = L D , where by Proposition 13, D = {d : A * d ⊂ B}. Denoting the correlation type of C by C, we can find c ∈ C so that c / ∈ D, which implies there is a ∈ A so that a * c / ∈ B. By Lemma 11, L a * C ⊂ L B , which implies we can find A ∈ L a so that A * C / ∈ L B . By adding a multiple of 1 1, we can make A ∈ C A so that A * C / ∈ C B . This contradicts the assumption that C ∈ RHS. 
Proof. This is a direct consequence of (G1) and (G4).
This establishes the second part (11) of Theorem 2.
Appendix H: Third part proof of Theorem 2
Given A, B and S * disjoint from S B , it is not guaranteed that there are non-zero elements in C A → C B , even when A → B = ∅. 
